
READING CHALLENGES

+ Alphabet Soup â€“ Author Edition Reading Challenge. The challenge is to read one book that has an author whose
first name or last name starts with every letter .

Find one topic you are really or just a little bit interested in and start learning. The goal is to complete as many
challenges as you can from the list provided. There are 12 challenge prompts for you to find books for. Read a
book from the birth year of selected family members with a minimum of 3 books and three family members.
What do you want your reading life to look like next year? The goal is to read 52 books this year. Get at least
1 Bingo from the Bingo Card which focuses on books set during a certain time period or about certain Wars.
Think with your own head. This year, there are 40 book prompts to broaden your reading scope and push you
to actually accomplish your New Year's resolution to read more in  I belong to this third group. You can be a
passive or an active reader. I loved mysteries as a kid and Sherlock Holmes is my favorite literary character so
I collect books by Arthur Conan Doyle and others with Sherlock in them too. Read books that you consider
funny or humorous. Read any books you like, or focus on one author, or select a category from the checklist
provided. Re-read your favorite books. The goal is to outdo yourself by reading more in than you did in 
Enjoying lunch break at your job. This is big: make a way to record what you read and what you thought of it.
So this year, we present our choose-your-own-adventure reading challenge. You can also participate by doing
the Resist Reading Bingo Card and using the suggested reading list. Have a book with you. Twitter There are
three types of people in the world. Readat least one book for each prompt. There are 27 themes to choose a
book to read from. To encourage our fellow book bloggers to not only read more since there are already lots of
challenges for that , but talk more too.


